Freelance Timesheet & Invoice
An excel based solution, which is macro free, enabling freelancers to keep track of their
clients, jobs, invoicing, and quoting, all in one place. If you're a freelancer, and you need to
keep track of your work, take a look at the details below.

Monitor the work you have spent on projects
Generate invoices based on your quote
Auto generate a quote based on selections
See an up to date report for each job
Get warnings about potential invoices required
Checks and balances with your invoicing
Full details for invoice enquiries
Easily create invoices, credit notes, and quotes
Keep all the data in one place
Easy to use, and highly efficient
And so much more…
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Create up to the minute reports for each (or all) of your jobs. This enables you to see a
breakdown of how much work has been done, what has been invoiced, and what the job is
worth. It also shows what has been paid, and how much time could not be invoiced. Another
valuable feature is that you can see your default hourly rate, compared to what you have
actually earned per hour. Ideal for making sure that you are charging enough, and that you're
not putting in too many hours. Lastly, you can see how many hours you have worked on that
project over the last 12 months, on a monthly basis. A very handy report for a freelancer,
generated automatically as you update data.

This is part of the invoice which is generated. You can update all of your details on the settings
page, as well as upload your own logo, which will appear on the invoice and quote. All you need
to do is update the various tabs of data as you go along, and generating a quote is easy. When
doing so, the spreadsheet will not only suggest invoices to create (based on your work), but also
actually suggest the amounts.

So what if a client calls you, and asks for details to determine how you came to an invoice value?
Simple, there is a tab where you can simply select an invoice number, and see a complete
breakdown of how that invoice was generated. This is not only useful for the client enquiries, but
you can also see the status of your invoices, and various other bits of useful information. This
page may prove to be very useful for you and your business.

It also generates quotes for you. Yes, once you have captured the client details and the job
specifics, you can generate a quote, by simply selecting the job. The quote shows all sorts of
information, like your terms and conditions, and the price that you will charge the client. You are
able to make each job a 'Fixed Price' job, 'Hourly Rate' job, or a 'Monthly Retainer' job. All are
shown differently, and all are tracked and monitored. How much time do you spend doing
quotes? This will really help.

So how do you create all of these? There are 4 data tabs, two of them being 'Client List' and 'Job
List'. These are used to capture details relating to each client, and the specifications for each of
the jobs that you undertake. This is the data which feeds all of the other reports, and can be
edited and updated as you wish. Each page also has various statistics which update as you go
along, keeping you up to date with what you have done. A really easy way to capture and
monitor data.

The other two data tabs are used to capture the time which you spent on each project, and to
generate invoices. As you work, simply input the time spent, and which job you were doing. Then
start a new line on the 'Invoice List' in order to open a new invoice. As you enter data, other data
is predicted based on the work that you have done. Simple to use, and highly automated, saving
you time and effort.

So there you have it, an overview of this unique product. We can't show you everything in this
brochure, so please use the link below to the demo video, should you wish to see exactly how
this product works.
All the other links you may need for more information, or to purchase this product, are below.

In order to purchase this
product, download a free
trial, or watch the demo
video, please click the
image to the left.

This product is sold from the UK, and will be invoiced as GBP. The
fee is a once off fee, and there is no monthly charge. There will be
an entirely optional annual charge, should you want to receive
future upgrades.
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